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PASSION FOR BOOK
Dear customer, TECNOGRAF is
happy to welcome you on print
2013 for introduce you the latest
solution for soft cover PUR entry
level machine and explain the
hard cover equipment available
on his portafolio. We welcome
you on STAND 1073 with new
ANT150PUR and small creasing
unit and in the mean time we will
intorduce you the new endpaper solution semi automatic PSystem that use same philosophy
of automatic end-paper gauze
machine PRONTO.

We will be happy to keep the
opportunity to intorduce you
our brand with new soliution
dedicated on Digital Market :
fast to set, simple to use,
ergonomic and agressive with
price. This is the new offer
from TECNOGRAF for this
market that grow up so fast.
With few installation of casing
in line and packing machine
Modular on USA market, TECNOGRAF is ready to come
again and offer the latest
tecnology added at economis
solution. Perfect Binder one
clamp, Casing in Machine ,
Building in, Casemaker.

THE PROJECT
The constructive experience and
the knowhow about the book
processing belong to its establisher, Mr. Giancarlo Bonetto .

1073 HALL SOUTH WELCOME TO TECNOGRAF

www.tecnografnet.com

In the nineties, TECNOGRAF set
up a cooperation on international basis with Swiss and German
companies, which established a
partnership called BOOK TECHNOLOGY GROUP, the world’s
biggest association for producers
of book binding machines
(MÜLLER MARTINI, SIGLOCH, VBF,
HÖRAUF, PROSYSTEM, SOLEMA
and TECNOGRAF). This organization, which was based on a pyramidal structure, used to have on
its top a single sales department
in Switzerland, that used to deal
all the products with its own
brand. Consequently, in this
period TECNOGRAF rightfully
acquired the privilege of providing tecnica assistance and
spare parts to “historical” and
prestigious companies, whose
brands are famous all over the
world. Thanks to this, Tecnograf’s
competence increased and the
quality of its work improved more
and more. In 2002, a new development took place: the
company began a new path,
introducing itself directly to the
public, without any intermediary.
Thus, Tecnograf became a
company with a whole cycle
inside it, from the design to the
creation of the components to
the assemblage until the sale.
Today, in the five-thousands
square metres of its new headquarters in Brendola.
Www.tecnografnet.com

